
Installing the OTW-1M5 module into your 05-09 Mustang Convertible 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  

The OTW-1M5 One-Touch Window Module adds the One-Touch, or Express feature to the rear windows of 
your 2005+ Mustang Convertible.  The module simply splices into the wiring under your switches and adds 
this convenient feature to both the "UP" and "DOWN" motions of the windows. 

 

 
 

1. Using your fingers, grasp the switches and gently pull the switch housing away from the door panel far 
enough to remove the cover plate. 
 

2. Locate the rear window switch and unwrap the electrical tape all the way back to the cable 
junction.  Identify the YELLOW/RED, YELLOW/LT BLUE, YELLOW/BLACK and BLACK wires. 

 
3. Using the supplied quick-splice connectors, make the following connections: 

 

 



A) Using a quick-splice, connect the GREEN module wire to the BLACK switch wire. 
 

B)  Using a quick-splice, connect the YELLOW module wire to the YELLOW/RED switch wire. 
 
C)  Cut the YELLOW/LT BLUE wire and strip 1/2" of insulation from each end.  Using a wire nut, connect 

the BROWN module wire to the YELLOW/LT BLUE wire that goes into the harness. 
 
D)  Connect the RED module wire to the YELLOW/LT BLUE wire going back to the switch. 
 
E)  Cut the YELLOW/BLACK wire and strip 1/2" of insulation from each end.  Using a wire nut, connect 

the VIOLET module wire to the YELLOW/BLACK wire that goes into the harness. 
 
F)  Connect the PINK module wire to the YELLOW/BLACK wire going back to the switch. 

 
Testing: 
Start the car and push/release the rear window switch.  The windows will travel all the way down and then 
stop. Check to see that the UP motion is working correctly. If something isn't working, double check the wiring 
for errors.  Also, make sure that the quick-splice connectors are fully engaged. 
 
Once you have verified proper operation, drop the module into the open area of the arm rest and put the 
switch plate back into position. 
 
As a safety feature, you can stop the window travel at any time by activating the window switch in the opposite 
direction of travel.  

 

 


